REFERENCE SOFTWARE

Amnesty benefits both financially and
administratively with Adobe’s VIP software
licencing model.
The great licencing conditions for non-profit organisati-

Pro and Acrobat for many years. As Adobe switched from

ons are also available to comparatively small non-profit

perpetual to subscription licences with the Creative Cloud

organisations (NPO)—if the software retailer is familiar

and Acrobat DC, Amnesty Schweiz turned to Bechtle and

with them and provides the customer with optimal support.

now benefits from charity discounts and an online licence

The Swiss branch of Amnesty International has been using

tool.

Adobe products such as Photoshop, InDesign, Premiere
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Consulting, software
� Industry
Non-profit organisation
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70 employees
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Adobe Acrobat DC
Adobe Creative Cloud
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe VIP Licensing

“Bechtle is an expert in all things licencing for charitable organisations, And that means a lot for us, as every franc spent comes from donations and these should first and foremost be used to directly benefit
the work for human rights.”
Fabian Kaspar, Head of IT Services/Infrastructure, Amnesty International Schweiz
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OUR PARTNER

CHALLENGE. The Swiss branch of Amnesty International has

a handle on the situation.” And this is why Amnesty Schweiz

been working with Adobe solutions for many years, with soft-

once again turned to Bechtle to procure the new licences.

ware such as Photoshop, Premiere Pro and InDesign being
used for picture and video editing and for the creation of

Today, Amnesty Schweiz is using the Creative Cloud and

publications. Then there’s Acrobat which is used for creating

Acrobat DC with a VIP licence model. VIP stands for Value

and editing electronic documents. Traditionally, packages

Incentive Plan and describes a licencing model with variab-

such as Creative Suite or the stand-alone version of Acro-

le-term subscriptions licensed per user, which can be used

bat were bought and licenced, but the transition to the now

flexibly and always offer the latest software. Within the fra-

standard Creative Cloud and Acrobat DC solutions brought

mework of the VIP model, Adobe offers special conditions

with it new licencing. Instead of perpetual licences that are

for qualified charitable organisations, which makes the price

used on one device, the software is now licenced per user as

comparable to that of education licences. Amnesty Schweiz

a subscription. As a non-profit organisation, Amnesty was

purchases subscriptions for one year, checks if they still

also interested in the most beneficial conditions possible,

meet their requirements or if additional licences or products

as Fabian Kaspar Head of IT Services/Infrastructure at Am-

are needed.

nesty Schweiz explains. “For an NPO, an affordable price is
everything because every franc we spend has been donated.

BUSINESS BENEFITS. Alongside the NPO discount and the

We needed to be able to get the absolute most out of the

support including with the subscription, Amnesty Schweiz

software licences.” Another point was that licence handling

also benefits from the VIP programme’s integrated online tool,

needed to be as simple as possible. Although only about 15

which enables the licences and users to be managed with litt-

employees at Amnesty Schweiz use Adobe creative solu-

le effort. So, if an employee leaves the organisation during the

tions, ensuring software subscriptions are simple helps to

year, their licence can easily be transferred to their successor

reduce overall costs.

and used for the remaining subscription period. “That’s very
practical”, says Fabian Kaspar. “For subscription software,

SOLUTION. Since 2008, Amnesty Schweiz had been purcha-

such a portal is indispensable and software retailers should

sing Adobe products from Comsoft and the software spe-

offer something similar.” As the head of IT notes, Bechtle’s

cialist is now part of the Bechtle Group. When it came to the

online marketplace Bechtle Clouds ticks all the boxes. Fabian

Creative Cloud licences, Bechtle was once again the software

Kaspar is very satisfied with his software partner. “Bechtle

supplier of choice. Other software licensed in a subscription

knows which manufacturers offer charity conditions and pro-

model such as Microsoft 365 were looked at says Fabian

vides a great deal of support to its customers during procure-

Kaspar. “But Bechtle delivered the best value for money and

ment. I know other NGOs that could save a lot of money if they

is big enough to know all about the complexities of licencing

leveraged such a service for their software licences.”

options”. What’s more, Bechtle also knows that manufacturers such as Adobe offer special conditions to charities and

FURTHER information:

how to get hold of them. “We don’t need a partner who has

bechtle.ch

to first find out about these things before being able to get

The Swiss arm of Amnesty International is one of over 70 national branches of the global human rights organisation. It is structured as a democratic
association and is headed up by a board of nine volunteers. Some 45,000 members and over 85,000 regular donors are currently funding the work
of Amnesty International Schweiz with their contributions. On top of this are legacy and large donations. Some 1500 volunteers actively take part in
over 70 local and subject groups. In Switzerland, 70 employees work in Amnesty International offices in Bern, Zurich, Geneva and Lugano, including
11 interns and those completing their civil service. They are assisted by 25 men and women who volunteer to help with the daily work. amnesty.ch
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